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The Relativity Bima

Now you don't have to go around the bima with your lulav. It turns around for you.

Rabbi Karl Sagoff, rabbi, inventor and physicist introduces his RELATIVITY BIMA TO THE CONGREGATION.

The Eruv

Oh my gosh! The eruv is down!

Cohen

“Cohen? Cohen?”

Fish

“I prefer to choose my fish.”
Hagbah

"You, hagbah."

Invention

Another great invention from Rabbi Karl Saganooff.

Mikveh is Closed

Mikveh temporarily closed

Potato Head

Never invite a potato head for Shabbos.
Kravitz

See? What'd I tell you? Kravitz always gets to do Hagbah on Simchas Torah.

Puff

Puff the kosher dragon's very, very special menorah.

Space

This is the tenth time I've put Tefillin on today!

Jews in space

Weatherman

A cold front may or may not be coming in from the north tonight depending upon the will of HaKadosh Baruch Hu, followed by a slight drizzle, im virtze Hashem. Then tomorrow, if Moshiach hasn't come yet there will be im virtze Hashem heavy rain, chas veshalom...

Why Jews are not weather men.
Yotzer

Baruch atah Hashem, Elokim, melekh ha'olam, Yotzer Ha'adam

Haman!